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T h e 
illustrations by Flora White (1878 - 
1953) for "Peter Pan's ABC," published in 
1913, show a plaque showing Nana 
a c c u r a t e l y , b a t h i n g a 

The beautiful collection of 
magic lantern slides, made 
around 1910, is to contain 
three images of Nana that is 
p r o p e r l y p a i n t e d a s 
Landseer, although her 
markings are not those of 
Luath.

Les illustrations de Gwynedd M 
Hudson (1909 - 1935) pour un «Peter 
and Wendy» de 1931

Alice Bolingbroke Woodward 
(1862 - 1951) (see endnote) 
was an accomplished artist 
who specialized in children's 
b o o k s a n d s c i e n t i f i c 
illustrations. She lived a very 
long life and illustrated at 
least three books by Peter Pan, 
the last on which I found 
images from 1949.

We all saw the cartoon PETER PAN, but did you 
know that writing Nana was not a saint 
Bernard ....

Children and Bears

Nana is the loyal and patient dog of the Darling 
family who often plays the role of nurse who has been 
suffering for a long time. In the illustrations of books, 
films and plays and other adaptations of "Peter Pan", 
Nana is often described as a St. Bernard. In fact, Nana 
was modeled on Barrie's own dog when he wrote the 
play "Peter Pan," Luath - a black and white Landseer 
named in honor of a dog in a Landseer painting, as 
well as the costume of the human actor who 
originally played "Nana" faithfully reproduced Luath's 
indications. Here it is against the most famous photo 
of Barrie with Luath. 
In Peter and Wendy, Barrie describes Nana as a 
"Newfoundland primitive". Illustrators have no excuse 
for presenting it as a St. Bernard, even leaving some 
confusion in the minds of publishers about the 
existence of the previous Barrie dog. , St. Bernard 
Porthos. 

Nana is not the pet dog of the Darling family - she is 
officially engaged as a nurse for the children; because 
the family is poor (although obviously very middle 
class), they can not afford a human nurse. Nana is a 
dog in love with children. The family discovers her at 
Kensington Gardens, where she irritates the nannies 
by examining the strollers to look at the babies and, 
occasionally, following them home and complaining 
of having treated them. Nana is described as a 
"treasure", particularly attentive to bath time. Barrie 
would obviously have known the origins of 
Newfoundland as a water dog. She is a restless, old-
fashioned and troublesome nurse who accompanies 
children to their school and pushes them back when 
they walk if they go astray. She wears an umbrella in 
her mouth in case of rain. 

Nana Landseer or Newfoundland? free to 
everyone to have their own conclusions. 

Source : http://www.dogfinearts.com/article/nana-from-j-m-barries-peter-pan/
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DOSSIER DES ENFANTS ET DES OURS  

Holiday Passport 

The Passport-Vacances is aimed at young people 
from 6 to 16 years old, and of course welcomes 
children with disabilities. 

In Switzerland, many cantons organize a wide 
variety of holiday passport activities during the 
school holidays, allowing children to take care 
during the day. 

ATNG has been involved in these passports for 
many years, on Rolle, Gland and Morges. 
Children are actively involved in the ground 
work and water with our bears, always playful 
and in a good mood.

Aladin had his carpet f ly ing, in 
Switzerland it's a carpet full of children 
pulled by Newfoundland! The eyes with 
as many stars as before the cartoon, the 
smile to the ears all this is possible thanks 
to the involvement of the ATNG in the 
passports holidays but also many other 
interventions with children
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Tiralo and various activities with children 
and teenagers with disabilities 

The Tiralo is an armchair for people with 
reduced mobility, which allows as well 
and without transformation, to roll on the 
ground and float on the water. 

We spend time with our bears for 
associations / foundations who wish, so 
that these young people can spend 
unforgettable moments. 

The benefits of contact between people in 
difficulty and the animal world are 
beginning to be recognized and used as a 
real therapy. The strength of our 
friendship is to work in the direction of 
this recognition, to help improve the lives 
of those who need them, and bring them 
joy. Seeing their eyes shine in contact with 
our bears is simply magical! 

Our wish is that the Newfoundland dog 
will one day be recognized by the world 
as a public utility dog at its true value. 

N. Wasem

DOSSIER DES ENFANTS ET DES OURS  
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DOSSIER DES ENFANTS ET DES OURS  

GAYA et Nadège , 

Gaya of Poseidon's guard, and I, Nadège G, 
practiced together for several years the canine team 
at the dog club of Bourg en Bresse (01). We were 
both very young, but we took classes every week 
and we regularly participated in driving 
competitions more or less close to home. (We have 
stopped now because Gaya inevitably grows old ...) 
In dog team the dog pulls a small cart made of a 
board on four wheels, the leader has the right to 
have contact neither with his dog nor with his cart 
during the duration of the test, the whole of the 
work is done with voice and gestures. 

There were three competitions: an obstacle test in 
which we had to cross various obstacles without 
touching or overturning them, a regularity test 
which consisted of a forest course to be completed 
in a time that we had to predict at ahead, and 
finally a more relaxed test of harmony where we 
were disguised in period costume to recall the 
tradition of using the dog harnessed. 
These various tests and the training that we were 
asked for allowed us to become accomplices and to 
meet beautiful people, while developing as my 
leadership skills as the knowledge of Gaya who 
knows now multiple orders, which is very practical 
in everyday life (right, left, back ...). In addition, 
the team is a discipline adapted to the dogs of the 
co rpu l ence o f Newfound land and the i r 
temperament rather calm.

"I started training together in canine dance 5 
months ago. 
The dance is called "Italian walk". 

1. December 23, 2018 - the girls made their 
debut at the Open International International 
Video Competition "Round dance of friends". 
2nd place in class "Children" 
2. January 26, 2019 - the team won the Novice 
Course (19.3 points) in the Open Dog Dance 
Freestyle HTM competition. " 
Alena Brusilovskaya

Funnewf Atlantika, Terre-Neuve, femelle, 3 ans 
4 mois 

Sofia Shvetsova, 12 ans
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Abygaelle has been practicing junior handling for 
the last 7 years, she started with a Newfoundland 
a n d t h i s b r e e d 
remains for her his 
f a v o r i t e i n t h i s 
d i s c i p l i n e . S h e 
finished 6th in the 
French championship 
with Lannapurna 

from the Terre de 
Neaure, but also 6th 
at Insubria winner 
and participated in 
the selections at the 
World of Leipzig with 
Lisbon of the Poseidon Guard

Laureen and Golden Eyes 
performed many dog shows 
together

DOSSIER DES ENFANTS ET DES OURS  

For your children I advise you especially the 
books of Philippe Dumas: 
LAURA Alice's Newfoundland

Chloé 8 years

The Junior 
Handling 

This contest is the first step of children 
in the middle of the dog show, it aims 
to teach them the different races and 
develop their interest in knowing 
them. To learn to showcase a purebred 
dog during his presentation. Confront 
the juniors to the reality of the 
competition while respecting the 
judges competitors and judgments 
rendered. 

Parents: encourage the child to 
prepare the dog before the passage, 
grooming but also training for the 
presentation to create a complicity 
with the dog

Elena and Esteban during his 
first victory at the Turin 
International Exhibition
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DOSSIER DES ENFANTS ET DES OURS  

I am Sophie Duvet, canine educator Dog 
Ethik, I have the honor to share my 
passion and my life with Guinnes, my big 
love story, it is a landseer of a great 
softness despite its size, 72 pounds of 
hair, love and drool . I had the 
opportunity to meet a passionate teacher, 
who met Guinnes, that's how the project 
started a dog at school. 

We have worked together to establish a 
program for children, the goal is to 
educate them about respect for the dog, 
to know them better and to do the right 
thing to avoid the bites, to talk about 
their abilities (avalanche dogs, help for 
the disabled, dogs visitors etc ..), explain 
the different meanings but also raise awareness of abandonment, what happens if I give up 
my dog ?? the risks euthanasia etc. The Flayosc Spa participated in this presentation, the 
children were very receptive and sensitive to this cause. 
Guinness has become the mascot and spokesperson of the orphans of the spa, he takes his 
role very seriously and his sweetness makes even children scared of dogs crack and come to 

see him. 

Guinness is my love, my 
colleague, my companion, a 
part of me. 

We did the Flayosc school, but 
also the kindergartens of Sillans 
la Cascade and the School of 
Star Hearts in Draguignan. 

He also participated in the 
Trans-Provence Animal Welfare 
show and retired with great 
regret for health reasons.
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But also in everyday life they are 
the accomplices, the friends, the 
children's confidants

DOSSIER DES ENFANTS ET DES OURS  
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The dog has only one 
goal in life: to offer his 
heart.

 J.R Ackerley
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Many are surprised when they learn that it 
exists and think, that this originality is a recent 
invention. But spinning dog hair is not new! 

Warmer than traditional wool, dog wool (also known as "doggora") has very ancient origins and is 
present as textile fibers in many parts of the world. Hair was found in prehistoric son of Scandinavia 
as well as in textiles of the Navajo Indians of the south of the present United States. Amerindian 
peoples on the northwest coast of North America (the Salish) had domesticated woolly dog breeds. 
One of them is the Salish Wool Dog (or Coxmox). Today extinct, he was Spitz type, with long white 
hairs. His fur was famous for making the famous and rare "Salish" blankets. Raised by the Aboriginal 
peoples of present-day Washington State and British Columbia, it is probably the only known 
prehistoric dog in North America developed for true breeding. Their food was mostly raw and cooked 
salmon. 
Canine hair was the main fiber produced on the North American continent before Europeans 
introduced sheep in the 1600s. 
During the Second World War, English women brushed the dogs of private individuals in order to 
spin and make small, hot rooms. 
Today, this wool is mostly sentimental. The owners wish to keep a souvenir of their animal. What 
better than to hold in his hands a small garment (or at least a ball) made with the hair of his four-
legged companion who is no longer there? It warms the heart. 

LAINE CANINE 

DOG'S WOOL!

Source 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiengora?fbclid=IwAR3YKi-saq5-n3YrQ1R8jdeuWXGAniitVlzF9_L2lwO834KQ_XI1QePuE-k
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiengora?fbclid=IwAR3YKi-saq5-n3YrQ1R8jdeuWXGAniitVlzF9_L2lwO834KQ_XI1QePuE-k
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The first question that comes to people's mind when they hear about this wool is: how is the hair 
recovering? 

Everyone is reassured, no suffering is done to dogs. They are neither abused nor killed! 

Only the undercoat of certain areas of the body is used for spinning. That of the back, shoulders, 
ribs, thighs and possibly the chest is to keep because it is the sweetest. It is harvested at the time of 
natural moulting. During this period, you just have to brush the animal or comb it (it's better 
because it "catches" more hair). 

The hair may be kept in a carton in a dry place. 

The manufacturing steps have not really changed, even if now there is more modern equipment. 
They are summarized by: 

- carding. That is to say "disentangle" the 
hair, not in the sense of undoing the knots 
but rather to align the fibers. This can be 
done with hand cards or a roller card. 
- The spinning. A spindle or a spinning 
wheel (pedal or electric) is necessary for 
this part. The hair is stretched while 
applying a twist which creates the thread. 
Two or more of these threads will be 
assembled together to make a thicker and 
sturdier wool yarn, it is the twisted one. 

- Washing. In order to remove all 
the grease, odor and small impurities that 
remain, the skeins of wool will soak for several hours in different baths. 
- Put in a ball. Once the wool dries, it will be put in ball and labeled. 

Manufacturing takes time. For a ball of 50 g, it takes about 2 to 3 hours. 

Laura Moreau  

LAINE CANINE 

I tested for you ! 

Personally I always kept a material memory of my dogs, a nice 
frame, a lock of hair in a small box, and then I discovered the 
spinning of canine wool. My choice fell on a catch dream that I find 
sober and symbolic at the same time. So I took care to keep the hair 
of Esteban during the brushing by separating the white of the black. 
Then I sent it all to Laura Moreau who spun the wool and her mom 
to crochet the catches dream.
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LAINE CANINE 

Find on Facebook and on the site https://
newf-land.com heading creator our two 
spinners of canine wool.

« La Colline d’Iris » 

When you have a Leonberg at home, you can easily see the 
amount of undercoat by brushing it ... Iris, who died in 2017, was 
particularly well supplied! 

At the time, I did not keep the hair of my dogs but one day I told 
myself that there was certainly way to achieve something with ... 
a bit like the sheep's wool ... My other Leonberg had died 3 years 
earlier, and in the end, I had only memories in my head, pictures 
on paper but nothing concrete ... 

I did not want that to happen again the day Iris disappeared, so I 
decided to follow a day of spinning wool yarn ... and then ... to 
me the pedals and the many tests to finally arrive at my first ball! 

"What was she patient my dear Iris, every time she saw me coming with the brush, she would 
have hidden well" 

The word of mouth was then put in place. Friends and acquaintances asked me if I did not 
want to do the same thing with the hair of their dogs and that's how "La Colline D'Iris" was 
born. 

It is not always easy to spin the wool of dogs. It has already happened to receive a request 
for a dog that had just died or died while I was running the 6 years that the masters had 
carefully kept in cartons sorted by age. The heart is so big ... but knowing that at the end of 
the day, a timeless and personalized memory of the beloved will remain, gives me the book 
full of motivation. 

I'm not a professional spinner, I could not live because the requests are not numerous. 
Spinning dog wool is, in my opinion, still quite unknown to many people. 

It is therefore a hobby that has become a real passion. I 
leave one or two hours in the evening after work, it relaxes 
me and then the joy that I feel when the work is finished, 
that the masters are delighted ... For me it is the best gift 
that I can offer them. Iris passed away two years ago but I 
still have a beautiful necklace, in addition to lasting 
memories. I still have a box of hairs to spin but I have not 
yet had the courage to tackle it. Today, I have two 
Landseer and I continue to keep their hair ... 

Christine HOS (Iris Hill)
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"IN LIFE, THE SAFEST OF 
FRIENDS, THE FIRST TO 
WELCOME YOU, THE 
FIRST ONE TO DEFEND 
YOU, THE ONE OF WHICH 
HONEST HEART ALWAYS 
B E L I E V E S T O H I S 
MASTER, WHO WORKS, 
B R E A K S , L I V E S A N D 
BREATHE FOR HIM ONLY."

George Gordon Byron
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DOG DANCING 

There are two types of dog dancing, the so-called 
"Freestyle" and the so-called "Heelwork to music". 
The dog dancing "Freestyle" consists of proposing a 
series of small obedience tricks with no particular 
obligation, whereas for the dog dance "Heelwork to 
music" (better known as obed-rhythm), there is a 
distance maximum to respect between the master and 
his dog. The obedient rhythm is therefore more about 
the contact and proximity between the master and his 
dog, while the freestyle is much more flexible and 
allows the towers / tricks away from the master. 
Dog dancing, whatever it may be (in freestyle or 
obedience-stricter) is above all a playful discipline to 
offer to your dog. It's a perfect activity if you want to 
strengthen your master / dog links and love to dance. 
Do not worry, you do not have to be an ace of the waltz to know how to dance with your dog. A little bit of 
rhythm, a good dose of imagination and a little grace in the movements will be enough for you to become in a few 
sessions the king or the queen of dog dancing with your doggie. 
In summary, the dog dancing is a sequence of steps, turns, movements and positions (whether for the master or his 
dog), all on a background music, with a rhythm adapted to the couple of course.

• Strengthen the relationship between the master and 
his dog. 

• To reinforce the obedience of his dog: the more he 
knows how to do "complicated" things, the more 
the basic exercises will be of a disconcerting ease 
for him. 

• Spend your dog mentally! 
• Have a fun and sporty activity with your dog. 
• Offer an activity to your dog that requires very little 

means, whether financial or material. 
• Learn exercises for your dog using positive methods 

and always seeking to value good behavior. 
•

dog dancing is not an activity to offer to his dog under 
duress, it is more cooperation, trust and complicity that 
will make you and your dog a perfect pair of dancers.

https://www.toutoupourlechien.com/dog-dancing.html

Dance with his dog! Lydie Bayo avec UPSA de la Baie Blanche et  
Aline LATREICHE avec URSA-MAJOR de la Baie Blanche
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DOG DANCING 

Real challenge with a Newfoundland,
Participate in the 1st Grand Prix de France of Obérhythmée!

By the way, in 2006, making the Obérhythmée, later Dog Dance, with a Newfoundland, it was a real challenge!
What was a Newfoundland, heavy dog if any, in the midst of the fast, flexible, strong dogs able to jump and turn 
in all directions?
While it is true that my dog Prince Thémis of Prince Gallo was not quite a heavyweight and especially that it 
was flexible and vigorous, I still  heard this day of the GPF some reflections of the style "How do you do 
Obornhythmia with a tractor? "
But the tractor on the first pass was sixth on more than a hundred dogs!
Why am I telling you this ? For you to be convinced that you can do a lot with a Newfoundland.
We can run the exhibitions but also do the rescue with the water, but also the Driving, but also the utilitarian 
search, the agility or, the dog dancing ... ..
The main thing is to believe in it and above all to 
be  passionate  about  this  race  and  the  chosen 
discipline.
It  is  wanting  to  prove  that  from  the  moment 
when complicity exists all (or almost everything) 
is  possible.  Of  course  we  do  not  practice  the 
Oberthythm with a NEWFOUNDLAND as with 
a  Border.  We  forget  the  "Freestyle"  with  its 
jumps,  its  steps  on  2  legs  and  its  movements 
more ... air in favor of the "HTM" (Heelwork To 
Music)  where  the  dog  will  have  to  perform a 
walk  in  all  directions,  following 10 positions  , 
without departing more than 2 meters from his 
driver.
Certainly,  our  Newfoundland  is  stubborn  dogs, 
but  I  think  they are  primarily  endowed with  a 
strong personality. It is up to us to know how to 
profit from it by developing it gently, without constraint 
and especially by respecting them.
Themis left me in 2016, she was 14 years and 3 months. Until the end she wanted ... to work. Before her, I had 
Lutèce from the Vallée Féron part, alas too early to 7 ½ years whereas Thémis was only 1 year old. With Lutetia 
I discovered work at the water that I quickly passionate. With Themis, who had a strong character, I discovered 
the positive education, the clicker and the Obérhythmée. I quickly realized that the main thing was not that my 
dog  obeyed  the  finger  and  the  eye  (that  I  would  never  have  arrived)  but  that  I  made  sure  to  reveal  his 
personality. If I wanted to succeed, it was necessary above all that Themis be happy to do what I asked him, not 
for, so saying to please me, that I do not believe, but to please. I had to make sure she liked it. I had to interest 
her, understand her and especially respect her character.
I was lucky. She loved the Oberhythmie just as she loved working on the water. On the other hand, as much she 
was motivated and attentive on a ring of Obérhythmée, as much she had horror of the rings of exhibition. As for 
ground work during rescue competitions, it has always been a disaster that I have
endeavored to accept. Laughing a judge had advised me to ask for music for the ground work in competition!
Finally, for me, you will understand, the Obérythmée is an exhilarating sporting and artistic discipline where 
there must not be a Master and his dog but 2 partners in osmosis who communicate together on a music that is 
important, corresponds well to the dog, his temperament, and especially his paces.

Nicole SCHAFF

THEMIS de la Prince Gallo, Nicole Schaff
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You are still not convinced that this 
discipline is not made for such a big dog, 
that it would be difficult to teach him a 
choreography, that in competition he would 
have no chances .... This is just an 
apprehension, when we see the path 
traveled by Marina Novoselova with her 
Newfoundland Funnewf Gloria Day 
(Russia). This duo is European Champion 
2013 and finished 3rd at the World 
Championship in 2014 

VIDEO WDS2014

DOG DANCING 

THEMIS de la Prince Gallo, Nicole Schaff

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https://youtu.be/94-CyCvxQgU?fbclid=IwAR2JE19WHgIhMhgPooME6uMkRGTE1KXpwfukcNLp4cKw0z-d84U-2MWjinE&h=AT1T5NnU8QfqrH_Ym-SBEddhojpghZxrgB-4kodF378D1kTwPgDPWOufqu4BluIi0qMe7XqdHPJtJZxKr_ShFaQHl0KySQFLBJIfaSPvIjARc1GBZSTJSOq2HdjczpaTScoxysu2cNs
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https://youtu.be/94-CyCvxQgU?fbclid=IwAR2JE19WHgIhMhgPooME6uMkRGTE1KXpwfukcNLp4cKw0z-d84U-2MWjinE&h=AT1T5NnU8QfqrH_Ym-SBEddhojpghZxrgB-4kodF378D1kTwPgDPWOufqu4BluIi0qMe7XqdHPJtJZxKr_ShFaQHl0KySQFLBJIfaSPvIjARc1GBZSTJSOq2HdjczpaTScoxysu2cNs
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DIVERS 11 FÉVRIER 2019

annonce de 1889

annonce de 1944
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OSTEOPATHIE 

"It's because we move that we're alive, but not 
because we live we move" 

Osteopathy where does it come from? What is it? 
Osteopathy is a discovery that we owe to Andrew 
Taylor Still (1828-1917). 
The word osteopathy comes from "osteon", which 
means bone, and "patein", which means to suffer. It is 
therefore the suffering of the bone, that is to say of the 
structure. It must be understood that the cause of the 
disease is in the structure. 
To understand the body and to treat it, osteopaths are 
based on 4 principles, which we owe to Still: 
* The structure governs the function: for an organ 
(muscle, joint, viscera, ...) to work properly it must be 
integral in its structure, ie in its shape and its mobility. 
When the structure is modified, the organ can no 
longer perform its function properly. 
* The law of the artery is queen: it is the blood that 
carries all the necessary elements that allow the body 
to function properly and thus to stay healthy. It is 
therefore important that the blood can flow freely in 
all the arteries of the body. Any slowing down or 
stopping of this circulation can cause the illness for 
lack of contribution of these nutritional elements 
essential to the good functioning of the body. 

* The unity of the body: the body is one and 
indivisible, all structures are in relation to 
each other. A dysfunction of one part of the 
body can cause dysfunctions in other parts of 
the body because of the different anatomical, 
tissue, mechanical and postural links that 
exist. 
* Homeostasis: it is the self-healing of the 
body, that is to say the capacity of a system to 
maintain its operating equilibrium despite the 
d i ffe ren t var ia t ions of i t s ex te rna l 
environment. This homeostasis can only be 
achieved if the organs do not suffer from 
functional disorders. 
We must remember that osteopathy is a 
philosophy, so it is neither a technique nor a 
medicine, it is rather a different vision of life 
and health. 
From these 4 main principles, osteopathy can 
be defined as a manual therapy that allows the 
body to be rebalanced in its entirety. It aims to 
locate and restore the mobility of joints, 
tissues (muscles, ligaments, ...), viscera, fasci, 
cranial movements and fluids, which can 
cause an imbalance and thus disrupt the good 
functioning of the body as a whole. For this, 
the therapist will use various manual 
techniques that rely on a thorough knowledge 
of anatomy and bio-mechanics. These 
techniques are numerous but we find mainly 
the following techniques: structural, 
functional, tissue, visceral, fluidic, energetic, 
cranial, craniosacral, and many others.

Canine Osteopath
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When to call a canine osteopath: 
-a growing animal to monitor that growth is going well, 
-in case of osteoarthritis, dysplasia, 
-in case of falls, slips, or any other trauma, 
- unusual behavior, 
-inadequate use of the collar or harness, especially with harnesses that block 
the shoulders, 
-Where performance drops, 
-when you have difficulty doing certain things that you do not usually 
encounter, 
-when digestive, respiratory, ... 
after surgery, lameness, 
- in case of lameness (attention depending on the cause it may be necessary 
to show the animal to his veterinarian), 
- and many others, .... 
Remember that osteopathy is preventive and can contain many problems, 
however it does not replace the veterinary consultation and is complementary to 
it.

Zoom on some well-being treatments 
In addition to osteopathic care, it can be interesting to use other treatments such as: 
Massage is a method of relaxation, well-being and physical recovery, it improves the functionality of 
the muscle and consequently the general condition. This helps to relieve pain, facilitate healing, 
improve muscle flexibility, elasticity, improve muscle tone, locomotion, eliminate muscle tension, 
facilitate relaxation, facilitate blood and lymphatic circulation, drain the skin. excess fluids, promote 
the elimination of metabolic waste, help prevent injuries, reduce stress and anxiety. 
-Algotherapy which consists of applying algae to the skin of the animal. When the algae are placed 
on the skin, they redistribute cutaneous micro-elements they contain. You should know that seawater 
is rich in trace elements and minerals. This provides seaweed with excellent anti-bacterial and 
antiviral properties and provides many health benefits. It also allows muscle relaxation, relaxation, 
elimination of toxins, mineral intake, fight against fatigue and aging, nourish and tone the body, as 
well as stimulate lymphatic and blood circulation. 
thermotherapy which relaxes muscle, tendon and ligament fibers; relieve muscle, tendon and 
ligament fibers following an operation; relieve osteoarthritis, back pain, low back pain, rheumatism, 

prepare your animal for exercise, stimulate blood circulation, 
lymphatic; fight against the effect of immobilization; increase 
flexibility and elasticity of the muscles; eliminate muscle tension; 
improve the range of motion, ..... 
There are still many other treatments, do not hesitate to inquire. 
Article made by: 
Celine Rotty animal welfare care WELFARE SENSE (site)

OSTEOPATHIE 
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Cory pod Svatou Horou.
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TRAVAIL A L’EAU 

Taking advantage of the emptying of its basin, the 
aquatic center "L'Hippocampe" of Granville 
proposed to the association TERRE NEUVE DU 
COTENTIN (FRANCE) to make a demonstration 
of work with the water, a first for this association 
and can be simply a first for new land in France. 

SNSM was in the game for classic exercises in an 
unusual environment. 

After a time of adaptation, the demonstration was a 
success, a great moment for the dogs and their 
masters ... warm! As for the public, very numerous 
(300 people), he went away conquered. 
Nice example to follow! 

Aquatic centers or municipal pools that when emptying 
their pool allow demonstrations unusual! , I had already 
seen it in Switzerland in Koppigen with the CRTN, but 
this month I think a first in France

All at the pool !!!
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ILS ONT GAGNES LE GROUPE  
2004 Ch. Darbydale’s All Rise Pouchcove 

2003 Ch. Darbydale’s All Rise Pouchcove 

1984 Ch. Seaward’s Blackbeard 

1978 Ch. Companionway’s Sir Walter 

The Westminster Kennel Club is a dog show that takes 
place every year at Madison Square Garden in New York, 
USA. This dog show is the most prestigious in the United 
States

Around 1876, a group of men began meeting in a 
Manhattan hotel bar to discuss their sport dogs. Soon, the 
Westminster Breeding Association was named in honor of 
their favorite hotel. That year, the Westminster Breeding 
Association helped organize a dog show in Philadelphia 
for the centennial celebration of America. The show was 
a great success and the demand for more has led to 
incredible growth in the years to come. 
In 1877, the group changed its name to Westminster 
Kennel Club (WKC). They hosted the first annual dog 
show at the New York Bench Show at Gilmore's Garden, 
which will later be Madison Square Garden. To this day, 
Madison Square Garden is the venue for the annual 
Westminster Kennel Club dog show. 
In 1884, the American Kennel Club was formed and the 
Westminster Kennel Club was elected the first member 
club. In 134 years and over, the WKC and the 
Westminster Dog Show have seen a lot of growth and 
change. Today, the Westminster Dog Show is one of the 
most famous dog conformation events in the world. (All 
canine participants must be registered with the AKC and 
have all earned their Breed Champion title before 
presenting themselves in Westminster. 
A maximum of 2500 dogs are allowed to compete. Each 
year, the registration ends on a given date in December 
or earlier if the maximum is reached.)

EXPOSITIONS FÉVRIER 2019

WESTMINSTER !
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For the results of exhibitions: 

I am trying to recover from my personal knowledge and results site that I know. However do not 
hesitate to contact me to give me the results of the international exhibitions all over the world (BOB 
and BOS). If a Newfoundland or a Landseer climbs on a podium of honor ring (BOG BIS pair couple 
kennel breeder veterans baby puppy) in national or international exhibition whatever the country send 
me a picture with name of the dog or dogs the date and exhibition's venue.

RÉSULTATS D’EXPOSITIONS 

BOB CH Seabrook’s Slam Dunk at Kirenska BOS GCHS CH KODIAK ACRES THE STARS 
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RÉSULTATS D’EXPOSITIONS 

NEWFOUNDLAND

TROYES 02/02/2019 (8)
CACIB BOB BOG2   New Angels Pacific Black Pearl aka PAKO 
CAC CACIB BOS My future des terres de Pitchou   

DOUAI 9/02/2019 (4)
CAC CACIB BOB Luther King du Domaine de la Fleur des Champs
Pas de BOS ni CACIB décerné

DOUAI 10/02/2019 (6)
CAC CACIB BOB MYRON LE TAILLEUR DES GALIBOTS DU VENT
Pas de BOS ni CACIB décerné 

BOURGES 17/02/2019 (4)
CACIB BOB NOIR DESIR DE LA BAIE DE PEMPOUL 
CAC CACIB BOS MYSTIC DES TERRES DE SEVIGNE

TOULOUSE 24/02/2019 (7) 
CACIB BOB Leon de la Terre de Néaure 
CAC CACIB BOS Nanda de la terre de Néaure

Nirvana De La Baie De Pempoul 
Budapest Winterdogshow 7/02/2019 CACIB BOB BOG3 

Timisoara Winter Trophy 2/02/19 CAC CACIB BOB BOG BIS 2 
NDS Timisoara (R) 02/02/2019 CAC BOB BOG2 

They are French, and they shone abroad and in addition the 
3 colors represented

Mouscouron (Belgique) 
CACIB BOB BOG 

CH Oukaya Forever Maddy Princess 

ZARAGOZA  ESPAGNE  CAC BOB BOG 2 Spécial de race terre-neuve 
jack sparrow de la foret d'innamuramentu  
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ZARAGOZA  ESPAGNE   
CACIB BOB Multi. Ch. Aquatoriya Kelvin Zztop Del Valle Largo 

CAC CACIB BOS JCh. Take On Me del Basaburua

RÉSULTATS D’EXPOSITIONS 

Republique Tchèque BRNO 
2/02/2019 (35) 
CAC CACIB BOB Hagrid Balu Black 
Koralle 
CAC CACIB BOS Janis Joplin 
Canadian Beardog  
3/02/2019 (32) 
CAC CACIB BOB Apachees Freestyle 
BOBV BOS Bonie Black Koralle 

HOLLANDE Eidoven (30) 
3/02/2019 
CAC CACIB BOB Twillin Gate Proud 
Steele Junior 

ESPAGNE ZARAGOZA (19) 
3/02/2019 
CACIB BOB Aquatoriya Kelvin Zztop Del 
Valle Largo  
CACIB BOS JCh. Take On Me del 
Basaburua 

Danemark Frederica (39) 
10/02/2019 
CACIB BOB Kodiak Acres Moves Like 
Jagger  
CACIB BOS Newettas Goldwing 

Katowice Pologne(17) 
10/02/2019 
CAC CACIB BOB BOG3 Cayuga Just 
Back from Hollywood at Cancrimo 
CAC CACIB Aquatoriya Kelvin Isedge of 
Glory 
BOS Oukaya Forever Nobody Can Stop 
Daybreakers 

CAGLIARI Italie (7) 
24/02/2019 
CAC CACIB BOB BOG BIS King of 
Helluland Obvious Choice 
BOS CACIB A Thousand Words of Single 
Track

MCh Aina Queen of my Life de Jacshiva, 
JCh Catrina Cooper de Jacshiva,  

Danny Devito de Jacshiva

IDS Zaragoza (Espagne) 
2ème meilleur lot d’affixe

NDS Zaragoza (Espagne) 
3ème meilleur lot d’affixe
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RÉSULTATS D’EXPOSITIONS 

IDS CELJE, SL 
ARCTURUS WEPWAWET, Champion class, judge Janez 
Plestenjak (SL): V1, CAC, CACIB, BOB... and shortlisted 

for BEST IN GROUP 2

TROYES 02/02/2019
CAC CACIB BOB Magic vom vlaamsberg 

IDS Katowice PL - Altair Wepwawet ( Lerry ) 
open class: Excellent 1, CAC, CACIB, BOB

LANDSEER

Vous avez un chien  
Terre-neuve ou Landseer multi 

champion ? 

Contactez moi pour qu’il soit 
mis en valeur sur le site 
internet et notre page 

Facebook  
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ZOOM UN CHAMPION PAS COMME LES AUTRES

On stage boards

Elboy from Domaine de Flambeau was born on 
September 14, 2009, with a strong character, he 
was able to charm and impose himself in his 
adopted family at Stephane and Karine Coichot. 
Soon Elboy will win and shine in the ring of 
beauty, best young national breeding in France 
in 2010, 3rd in the World 2011 (intermediate 
class), he will become international champion 
of beauty in 2014. 

But shining on the rings was not enough, Elboy 
also proved to work at the water where he will 
earn brilliantly his 1st degree in 2012 and his 
second degree in 2014. 

What's extraordinary, will you tell me? Dogs 
complete beauty work there are many ... Yes but 
Elboy will practice in a new and unusual discipline 
as that of actor! 
It is in 2016, through the French Club of 
Newfoundland Dog and Landseer, that his artistic 
career takes shape. His master receives a request to 
participate in a casting at the National Center for 
Contemporary Art of Gennevilliers (T2G led by the 
talented Pascal RAMBERT The play, "Ethica Natura 
e Origin della Mente" is a show staged by Romeo 
Castellucci illustrious director stage, theater man, 
visual artist and Italian scenographer. 
It is alongside Silvia Costa, actress and artistic 
collaborator of Romeo Castellucci, that Elboy 
discovers the art of theater. 
This room where the actors are in the middle of the 
spectators is a perfect playground for our budding 
star who can feel here, do a lick there, get a caress 
there. 
Equipped with two speakers on the chest, Elboy 
shares with the actress and emits meows that 
amuse the assembly. While walking free in the room 
he dialogues with the actress by means of recorded 
phrases. The interest aroused by Elboy during the 
Parisian performances made him the mascot of 
Romeo Castellucci. 
This is how Elboy went to exercise his talent in 
Germany, Italy and even the United States! On the 
Berlin stage for the Schaubühnen - FIND Festival, at 
the Venice Biennale for 8 performances 
(international theater festival with multiple 
performances , as wel l as exhibi t ions or 
conferences), some 170 artists from 15 different 
countries show their creativity in amazing shows.) 
at the Milan Triennale. 
Spotted at the Théâtre de Gennevilliers during his 
first performances, Elboy is contacted again for a 
new theatrical experience that will take him this 
time to the United States. 
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I t is the Director of the Theater of 
Gennevilliers of the time, Pascal RAMBERT, 
author director and choreographer who in the 
frame of his play "The Art of the Theater" 
needs a dog. 
Its Production Manager Pauline Roussille then 
th inks to recontac t E lboy, for the i r 
participation in the French Theater Festival 
Princeton. 
After testing its compatibility with the main 
actor, Elboy and Arthur Nauzyciel first repeat 
the play at the Théâtre des Bouffes du Nord in 
Paris during the months of June and 
September. 
Everything is ready for departure for 
Princeton. 
It was first at the airport that Elboy exercised 
his talents as a star between crowd delirium 
and selfies all the time. 
Then there is the meeting with Florent MASSE 
organizer of the Festival, Anne Hoppenot, 
Honorary Consul of France in Princeton where 
Elboy has a real moment of relaxation and 
reunion with Arthur. 
From rehearsals to rehearsals, ties are formed 
with Arthur thanks to the advice of his teacher 
who is part of the association "Our animals 
speak to us" which aims to explain to the 
owners how to understand the barking, 
postures, looks and behaviors of their dog. 
Pascal RAMBERT, concerned about his well-
being, allows him to evolve freely and adapts 
his staging for the comfort and the blooming 
of Elboy. 
And it will continue because new projects are 
underway for 2018/2019 ... But his teachers 
have planned a lining to spare. 

Elboy's family has grown up with Neo, will 
he follow in the footsteps of Elboy? We will 
monitor it closely.

At the end of this adventure, Arthur, who 
until then had never worked on stage with 
a dog, delivers his impressions: 

"Playing live with Elboy on my side, I had one 
of my most intense and moving acting 
experiences. What one looks for as an actor is a 
way of being there, present, and present. For us, 
actors, it is a consciousness that is built over 
time. The dog does not ask the question. He's 
there. And force you to be too. We can not 
cheat, we can not relax. All his attention is on 
the dog, on the public, on what is happening, 
s e c o n d a f t e r s e c o n d . E v e r y t h i n g i s 
unpredictable. Everything is in suspense. It's 
very exciting, we walk on a wire. And the 
synchronous moments with the dog are 
incredible rewards. As if we understood each 
other absolutely. 

As if there was someone locked in the body of 
the dog who looks at you and listens to you 
with the attention of the one who is completely 
with you. It was magical. Pretty upsetting. And 
the link that is created with the animal is very 
deep, quite unique, underground. It's stirring 
deeply, maybe because it's waking up something 
animal in me too. Elboy and I have a silent 
middle ground, a bond of trust never 
formulated, but sensitive and secretive. For me 
it's a discovery. And I'm happy to have made it 
thanks to Elboy, this great adorable and 
touching dog. "

Merci à Alain Voiturier et Mr et Mme Coichot pour cet article
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Written by Yves POEY and published 
since Overblog 

The first text features two living creatures. 
An actor. A non-actor. 
A man. A dog. 
A guy in a white T-shirt, blue tracksuit bottoms, 
tap-socks. And a big Newfoundland all black, 70 cm 
at the withers, weighing about 65 kilos at the very 
least. 
Their entry on the set arouses astonishment, 
admiration and then laughter of the spectators. The 
duo is indeed very unlikely, and yet man and dog 
are indeed in front of us. 
Rambert's remark is relatively simple: the man will 
try to explain to the dog what an actor is, and how 
an actor works. 
He wants to "carbonize" his Elboy (this is the name 
of Newfoundland) explanations, demonstrations, 
examples, make him "out of the smoke of the ears". 
Arthur Nauziciel is funny. Very funny. In the second 
degree, to say these grandiloquent cliches, these 
definitive sentences, these inflamed counsels to this 
trained animal which obeys him perfectly. 
"Sitting", "lying down", interactions and movements 
to the millimeter ... 
But above all, it is perhaps the expression of Elboy's 
head that is truly jubilant. 
The animal is impassive, with sad, almost watery 
eyes, as if he were pitying himself in front of this 
teacher with his inflamed teaching tone. 
Of course, as much as we are, we project ourselves 
into this look and this canine expression, putting 
what we want to see in this impassive look. 
The powerful breathing of the animal accompanies 
the actor's speech, and takes all its flavor in the 
passage devoted to the breath. 
But who is this dog? Is it the layman in the 
theatrical world, is it the spectator, is it an 
apprentice-comedian, is it a comedian who wants 
to reassure himself? 
W h o k n o w s . E a c h o n e m a k e s h i s o w n 
representation ... 
We finish with one last tip we can not be more 
judicious: "We must love as would like a dog! ". 
And Arthur Nauzyciel to accompany his long-haired 
partner backstage.

Small room very intimate (a hundred 
people). Floor and white walls. This is the 
monologue of an actor who talks about his 
job to his dog. You have 2 biopic on the wall 
fb Stephane. Elboy comes and goes as he sees 
fit on the stage. Very calm. Sniffs right and 
left, looks at the audience, goes to drink in 
his bowl ... but also stays close to the actor 
because he has kibbles in his pocket. He 
listens to her talking. The public reacts to 
the dog's attitudes. It's nice to see because the 
dog is natural, there is no order given to him 
(except at the beginning or the actor asks 
him to sit). It is the dog that catches the 
attention of the public: it must be said that 
we see it very well on the stage all white. 

Very original show.

Christine Giraud
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«  L’ART DU THÉÂTRE suivi de DE MES 
PROPRES MAINS » Le naturel haletant 
JIM THOMASSON 

It is first of all a surprise. Seeing this immoderate 
animal advance on the stage immediately 
changes the state of the spectator attentive to 
what will be given to him. The actor, Arthur 
Nauzyciel, seems even erased by sharing the scene 
with Elboy, his dog Newfoundland. Even his voice 
is initially less present than the canine panting 
that fills the room. Then the dialogue is done. 
Because it is a dialogue that takes place before 
our eyes. At first sight between the man and the 
animal, the master and the dog, but the text of 
Pascal Rambert takes us quite quickly to see 
something else. The actor speaks of the art of 
theater, the power of acting, the naturalness, and 
becoming someone, or something, to be. And all 
these attractions are visible in animals. He comes 
and goes on the set, panting, listening, reacting. 
The roles are reversed. "You do not learn the art 
of theater to a dog," says the author, and yet 
Elboy is perfect in his role on the stage. At any 
time. Arthur Nauzyciel talks about research, the 
lack of reflection on the set, to go blindfolded to 
find his being, to char the audience with his 
acting power. Throughout the first text, the 
attention never really leaves the animal, since it 
is unpredictable. We do not judge him because he 
is. The concentration of the actor on this 
particular partner then gives him the same 
naturalness. He plays with the reactions of the 
dog, he reacts only according to him, never 
forgets him for himself, and is thus endowed with 
the same unpredictability. He tries to teach 
something to the dog who already knows it, who 
already is. And that is what will give a certain 
clarity to this discourse on the theater 
professions, perhaps a little oriented towards the 
initiated.

" T h e d o g i n 
question, Elboy, that's his name, is not a 
beginner. An imposing Newfoundland, we 
had already seen it at Romeo Castellucci 
where, in "Ethica, Natura e Origine della 
Mente", he wandered among the spectators, 
in search of food, with a loudspeaker that 
made me talk or meow around my neck. This 
time Elboy is just like himself. Always fond of 
croquettes, he strolls his carcass, magnificent 
and serene, and gives the change to 
Nauzyciel. The duo is beautiful, the 
complicity that is tied between the actor and 
the animal too, so much so 
that it sometimes makes 
shade about Rambert. "
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AGENDA 

Nationale France 
23/03/2019 

INSCRIPTIONS 

Nationale Espagnole 
27/04/2019

https://www.cedia.fr/
https://www.cedia.fr/
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NEXT GAZETTE: 

MARCH 
SPECIAL CRUFT 
Are you going to Cruft? do not hesitate 
to send me your best photos (in the ring 
and behind the scenes) and your story of 
this adventure 

French Champions of the last 10 years of 
beauty exhibitions 

Work with water: 
Focus on the International Meeting 

AVRIL 

SPECIAL 
Purchase and Adoption: behind the 
scenes 

SMALL or LARGE boyfriend. 
Rabbit, ferret small dogs, cat or on the 

contrary pony horse goat etc ... 
Send me 1 Photo and if you have 

anecdotes. 
ohiyesa30@live.fr 

Or via message on the Facebook page 
Newf Land

https://newf-land.com

THANKS TO  Nathalie Wasem, Sophie Duvet, 
Celine Rotty, Nadège Goyeneche, Stephane 
Coichot, Dorianne Fontaine, Hugo et Cinta, 
Patrice Lerest, Sophie Delacroix, Nicole Schaff, 
Laura Moreau, Christine Hos, Et Joel pour leur 
participation dans cette Gazette .

https://newf-land.com
https://newf-land.com

